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Vonnegut's Galapagos:
The Myth of Art, Vice Versa,
(or Something)
by David J. Gibson
There exists an inherent difficulty in the reading of any of Kurt Vonnegut's works. That is, the circular nature of his tales always leads you
from struggling with one topic or concept to struggling with another
related, but slightly different approach to the given work. Before you know
it you are back where you started, perhaps somewhat more enlightened,
but usually just a bit more perplexed . Such is the nature of the process
of re-reading.
Such is the nature of creating the document which rests in your, the
reader's, clever hands. The difficulty in reading and understanding the
given work becomes the difficulty of writing a sensible criticism of that
work. From the outset this essay has had beginnings that have no ending
and endings with no beginning. The threads which hold it together have
become the tears at the seams. I change as I write and it changes me . But
not to worry, because you too will be a slightly different animal when
(or if) you finish the reading. Such is life.
That is the beauty of what Vonnegut tales become. They are everything
at once, in space and time. Like the snake eating its own tail his stories
wrap around themselves. The endings are no surprise because they come
at the beginning. (Or is that the other way around?)
And if you study the novels enough you forget which specific scene or
character belongs in which book . So I should not complain. All I have
to do is explain one simple book, Vonnegut's 1985 novel Galapagos .
Galapagos is set in 1986 A.C.D. in Ecuador and up to one million years
from then on a fictional island in the Galapagos Archipelago. Ten humans
settle the island following what a New York City promoter touted as "the
Nature Cruise of the Century" to the Galapagos, which in fact turns out
to be a last ditch escape from a war between Peru and Ecuador. (In order
to isolate the ten survivors of the trip and make the Galapagos setting
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appropriate for his purposes, Vonnegut also introduces a bacteria which
spreads from an annual Book Fair in Frankfurt, Germany throughout the
world eating the eggs of female Homo sapiens.) Evolving by " natural selection " over a million years, the big brains of the isolated humans become
a thing of the past, as do human hands and hair. After a million years
of natural selection the descendents of those ten human colonists are able
to smell underwater!
It is amazing that the ship, the Bahia de Darwin, ever sees land again,
and in the path of evolution Vonnegut offers for the human species the
sublime becomes the ridiculous. The scientific basis for his premise is, to
say the most, underdeveloped, and to say the least, thin .
But Galapagos is more than just science-fiction. It takes a mythological
bent. Vonnegut uses the Biblical themes of Noah's Ark and the myth of
the Virgin Mary (mother of us all, as the Catholic Church has recently
proclaimed) in telling the story. Also, the novel is separated into two sections (The Thing Was and And the Thing Became) and suggests to the
reader a regeneration myth. As myth, Vonnegut has pushed Galapagos
to the limit. The story is told by the ghost of the son of Vonnegut's famous
science-fiction writer-character, Kilgore Trout. Throughout the novel this
ghostly figure of Leon Trotsky Trout is presented with the prospect of
either entering the "blue tunnel of the Afterlife" or remaining on earth
to write and study human nature. Luckily for us humans who still have
the dubious distinction of possessing complex big brains, he stays on earth
long enough to complete his tale Galapagos.

*
For those of you who haven't read the book (or if it has been a while)
I will take this opportunity to list the passengers on "the Nature Cruise
of the Century" who made it to "Santa Rosalia." That way you shouldn't
have any excuses for your big brain to say things like, "Now which
character is this he's referring to?" or "Where did the Kanka-bono women
come from?" or "Gee, I don't remember him mentioning anything about
Darwin."
I thought I'd tell you about these people like they do in the magazines
you find at the checkout stand of your local supermarket. In this age of
too much information we all need a succinct "Bio" to keep the important characters straight.
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Captain of the Bahia de Darwin, Adolf von Kleist-Graduated at the
bottom of class at United States Naval Academy. Believed humanity would
be destroyed by meteorites. "Did not know shit from Shinola about navigation, the Galapagos Islands, or the operation and maintenance of a ship
that size" ( 139). " ... the common sire of everybody alive today, was
tall and thin, had a beak like an eagle's. He had a great head of curly
hair which once had been golden, which now was white" (141).
Mary Hepburn-Former biology teacher from Ilium, New York. Nature
lover. Met husband Roy (deceased) after hearing him imitate call of whippoorwill in state park (Indiana). Nicknamed "Mother Nature Personified"
by students. Once commented to colleague that, "'For some people, getting pregnant is as easy as catching cold'" (124).
Selena MacIntosh-Came to Ecuador with sociopathic entrepreneur
father Andrew (deceased). Blind at birth from genetically transferred
retinitis pigmentosa and consequently refused to help further line of
humanity via artificial insemination. Green eyes. Seeing eye dog named
"Kazakh." No spoken lines in novel.
Hisako Hiroguchi-Pregnant at time of cruise. Depressed . Wife of
deceased inventor of Mandarax computer. Daughter of female survivor
of atomic blast at Hiroshima and mother of first born on "Santa Rosalia"
(Akiko), who was "covered with a fine , silky pelt like a fur seal's" (58) .
Raised Akiko in parental relationship with Selena MacIntosh. Depression
after Akiko left nest led to double suicide with Selena.
Kanka-bono women-The last six members of the Kanka-bono tribe
of Ecuador. Arrived by accident on Bahia de Darwin as children. Were
artificially impregnated as easily as some people catch cold .
Mandarax- Hand-held computer invented by Hisako Hiroguchi's
(deceased) husband. Full of useless facts on health and art. Compared
to apple of knowledge. Able to quote from (deceased) male authors. Consequently, would not, could not, for instance, quote the following from
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
So Man, by all the wheels of heaven unscorned,
man, the stout ego, the exuberant mind
No edge could cleave, no acid could consume.Being split along the vein by his own kind,
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Gives over, rolls upon the palm abhorred,
Is set in brass on the swart thumb of Doom
(605)

*
Vonnegut visited the Galapagos. And, as did Charles Darwin, he uses
the islands for his purposes. He uses portions of Darwin's text from The
Voyage of the Beagle to help describe the place. He uses ideas from Darwin's The Origin of Species and many times cites Darwin's Law of Natural
Selection to support his premise that because of that law the human animal
would undergo radical physical changes in the Galapagos setting. But
before he gets to the theory, Vonnegut has a problem in getting the facts
straight. Let's look at some of the misconceptions in Galapagos.
The big brain is the villain. It had gotten us, by 1986, to the point where
we were capable of destroying the planet at the touch of a few buttons.
Vonnegut makes a big case for the need for smaller less complicated brain
structures for the good of the whole species. He asks, through Leon Trout:
Can it be doubted that three-kilogram brains were once nearly fatal defects
in the evolution of the human race?
A second query: What source was there back then, save for our elaborate
nervous circuitry, for the evils we were hearing about simply everywhere?
My answer: There was no other source. This was a very innocent planet,
except for those great big brains. (8-9)

So the human brain measures roughly three kilograms or about 3,000
ccs.? Vonnegut is stretching it a bit here. If he had had the opportunity
he could have looked in, say, Don Johanson's and Edey Maitland's Lucy:
The Beginnings of Mankind and found that the biggest of the modern
big brains will rarely overflow a 2,000 cc. container, that is, cranial cavity (271). Or he might have found out that "People today have brains that
range in size between 1,000 and 1,800 cc .... " (103). In other words,
there is a large range of brain size (due to sexual dimorphism, individual
variation, and racial types), but none of the variables can account for any
sort of average approaching the three kilogram (3,000 cc.) mark. Are we
supposed to overlook this slight mistake and still consider that Galapagos
is intended as some kind of serious attempt at science? Or is it an intentional error intended to show that the "big brain" is really big? Can we
consider it poetic license?
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Vonnegut's "big brain" triggered mine to look for other mistakes,
misconceptions or what you will in Galapagos. Along the line of getting
the facts straight we find the following as Vonnegut describes what Mandarax can do:
It could also name on command important events which happened in any
given year . If you punched out on its back 1802, for example, the year of
Charles Darwin's birth, Mandarax would tell you that Alexandre Dumas
and Victor Hugo were also born then, and that Beethoven completed his
Second Symphony, and that France suppressed a Negro rebellion in Santo
Domingo, and that Gottfried Treveranus coined the term biology, and that
the Health and Morals of Apprentices Act became law in Britain, and on
and on. That was also the year in which Napoleon became President of the
Italian Republic. (61)

Vonnegut sure went to a lot of trouble to include all those events of
1802. The only problem is that the one fact he got wrong was the year
of Darwin's birth. Encyclopedias will tell you that Darwin was born in
1809, on the same date as Abe Lincoln. That was also the year Alfred
Lord Tennyson and Edgar Allen Poe were hatched. I mean born. The
first time this error was pointed out to me I figured it was a mistake in
printing.' Either that or Vonnegut hadn't done his homework. But then
I considered this from an earlier passage: "Charles Darwin, who had visited
Genovesa and several of its neighbors for five weeks back in 1835-when
he was a mere stripling of twenty-six .. . " (12) .
Unless I missed that day in math class, the year 1835 minus Darwin's
tender twenty-six years of life would set his birth year at 1809. It's hard
to fathom that Vonnegut could have made that sort of elaborate mistake
on page 61. So what does it mean? In all due respect I think he is pulling
our collective legs, attempting a literary sleight of hand, pulling the wool
over our eyes, etc.

*
So far I haven't had much good to say about the contextual integrity
of Galapagos. But why should you listen to me blather on about the
"mistakes" I have found? In a 1985 interview Vonnegut stated:
I wrote Galapagos for the sake of the book, just the way you paint a picture for the sake of the picture. The book was a technical problem, and
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I had a hell of a time making it work. It's all creative lying, like perjuring
yourself on the witness stand; it all has to hold together. (Smith 69)

So I have to wonder what all the "creative lying" entailed. Did Vonnegut intentionally include the mistakes I pointed out above? And if he
did, for what purpose? I think it has to do with the case he makes for
the problems associated with the human big brain. How do our brains
sort all the information we are bombarded with on a daily basis? If someone writes that Darwin was born in 1802 (or 1943 for that matter) how
do we react? We can either accept it as fact, or not even notice it or
remember it was written . Or something in the brain can click to notify
the brain that something is awry.
If something doesn't click then the "fact" of Darwin's birth year
becomes part of the consciousness (or not). We tell our friends, "Darwin
was born in 1802. I read it in a book somewhere ." Then it becomes a
mistake. But is it a lie? And is it a lie in Galapagos? It is, but not really,
because Vonnegut says the whole thing is creative lying. (Groucho Marx
had a similar philosophy. Everything he said was a lie and he denied
everything. I am telling you the truth here.) It's the snake eating its tail
again.

Which brings us to the paradox of the big brain. Without it, and structural mechanisms such as the larynx (vocal cords), uvula, and the soft
and hard palates, we would not have language. And with language comes
lies. Margaret Conkey suggests, in a verbose scholarly paper, that
" .. . although a symbolic language system may have the advantage of
and potential for transmitting qualitatively richer kinds and amounts of
information while retaining great flexibility, it is also characterized by the
potential for communicating deceit and lies" (74). More directly, Roy Rappaport writes, "lies are the bastard offspring of symbols" (30). This means
that whenever we deal with abstractions the capacity for stretchers (as in
Twain's "stretching") comes with that ability. That is, part of the process of verbal and written abstraction allows for stretching. (When you
tell someone what you did yesterday, on what basis can that person believe
you other than faith? Yesterday doesn't exist. Well it doesn't exist today.
And today doesn't exist as you read this.)
The paradox here is that without the language the lies can' t exist, and
without the lies the language can't exist. Without both, and the big brain
to make them exist, literature can't exist. Vonnegut points this out in
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Galapagos. But he gives the evolved humans language (or at least culturally

defined reactions to symbols: a fart on the beach?) and says they don't
lie anymore. That seems inconsistent. Is it another "creative lie," or an
innocent mistake in continuity? Or is it a mistake in my reading? Ah, but
I'm going in circles again. The lies are the easy part. The hard part is making them into a story.

*
Darwin's birth year and the size of the human brain are only the skin
deep mutated abstractions in Galapagos . After the ill-fated misadventure
of "the Nature Cruise of the Century" how does humanity manage to
survive? Mary Hepburn, non-ovulating former biology teacher, plays "fast
and loose" with the captain's sperm. In other words Mary Hepburn, who
had been having sex (at least going through the motions) with the captain
about twice a month, was able to artificially inseminate the six Kankabono women. She did it with her right index finger . I suppose anything
is possible and you can make a case for this method, but it seems as though
a lot of research money on artificial insemination has gone down the drain
if it were that easy. It sounds like something out of Dear Abby, Monty
Python, or Vonnegut.

*
In the Introductory Note of Charles Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle,
Darwin states, "The Voyage of the 'Beagle' has been by far the most important event in my life, and has determined my whole career ... " (5).
After reading parts of the Voyage I understood what he meant. Much
of Darwin's theory was being formulated in his journal entries. You might
say that the trip was "the Nature Cruise of the Century."
On that trip Darwin noted and described his now famous "curious finches." They are summarized by Richard W. Knapton in a heavy reference
book.
On the Pacific Galapagos Islands 6 of the 13 species are seed eaters, 6 insect eaters, and one insectivore occupies a woodpecker-type niche (a fourteenth species occupies Coco Island, 965 m. northeast). In this classic adaptive
radiation, mainland buntings found their way to the Galapagos Islands and
in the absence of competitors evolved to fill various unoccupied niches. (404)
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Adaptive radiation is the result of natural selection, competition among
and between species in an econiche, genetic mutations (which are accidental
and not goal oriented), predator-prey relationships , and changing environmental factors. When a species radiates the result might, for instance,
be compared to the differences between the yellow warb ler and the prothonotary warbler. (To find out if I'm pulling your leg start with Roger
Tory Peterson's A Field Guide to the Birds East of the Rockies. )
P. R. Grant writes a section entitled The Endemic Land Birds, in a
science book on the Galapagos. In the case of Darwin's Finches, the
absence of predators, the diversity of flora, and the hilliness of the islands
(which allows for a variety of micro-environments) allowed the basal Darwin Finch species (immigrant from mainland) to fill the various niches.
Not all the land birds have had time to radiate to Galapagos (the islands
are only three to five million years old) because they have not had the
proper balance of competition and environmental opportunity.
Grant reports that as the population of one species grew, the birds began
to utilize slightly different niches. The type of foods they ate in the given
niche gave rise to slight differences in beak structure. As these birds became
locked into those new niches their capacity to breed with the original species
diminished. (Why leave home to breed?) As the population of the base
species continued to grow, some of those birds migrated to different
islands. They bred with the most similar of the residents, and the residents
with the most similar of the newcomers. But in time the nesting habits
and cues for breeding (song) became so dissimilar that the two species
only bred with conspecifics . Thus the process we call adaptive radiation
was responsible for the 13 slightly different species.
Consider that the finches are all pretty much alike. Let us say they are
happily finch-like. A couple of the species do eat ticks and some blood
from other animals, but they are still basically finch-like [Excepting perhaps
Cactospiza pallida, which Roger Perry photographed using a tool to aid
in its woodpecker-like feeding strategy (184)). But even more certainly they
are very bird-like.

Now consider the "human" animal Vonnegut proposes. In a nonradiating evolution the thing became a bipedal, flipper-flapping fisherfold, with a long snout for catching fish, and fur like a seal.
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Now consider a dog and how it looks when standing on its back legs.
In order for the dog to see where it's going it must crank its neck way
out of position. That is due to the location of the foramen magnum. That's
where the spinal cord enters the skull. In humans, as we know them, the
foramen magnum is located on the bottom of the skull so we can find
our way around. (Foramen magnum is Latin for big hole.)
Because Vonnegut doesn't tell us, and because he does tell us what
wonderful fish catchers the evolved humans on Santa Rosalia become,
I have to presume that the foramen magnum of the animal is located not
on the bottom of the skull (as in primates), but rather near the back of
the skull (as in dogs and seals) . That would make good sense for their
hydraulic locomotion you see . A couple of questions. How can a bipedal
animal with a foramen magnum located where a seal's is supposed to be
walk around without tripping over land iguanas? (I'm not talking about
circus animals who are forced by humans to do things the hard way . Of
course Vonnegut could have directed human evolution toward a more
giraffe-like stature. You know, long neck, able to see over tall grass without
a single bound .) And for that matter, if the animal is in the water fishing
all the time what is the adaptive advantage of bipedality?
This animal which Vonnegut proposes seems to me to be a virtual impossibility. But there is no way to show that his model is wrong, or couldn't
conceivably evolve, because he has manipulated the circumstances of the
situation so that it could never be a testable model. It's the impossible
hypothetical situation . (My neighbor claims he's going to build a ladder
to the moon. I asked him, "So that would be an extension ladder then?")
If Vonnegut expects anyone to take his vitalistic approach to human
evolution seriously then I wonder if he has any bridges for sale. It reminds
me of Twain's sarcastic analysis of science in his explanation of the length
of the Mississippi River in Life on the Mississippi (you look it up).

*
So, I've discredited Vonnegut's model of human evolution by conjecture. At this point I've written the whole of Galapagos off as horseshit.
All I have left is Galapagos as myth.
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Dear reader, I hear you beggi ng for definition. My faithful dictionary ,
edited by Jess Stein, says: myth n. 1. a traditional or legendary story, usually associated with deities or demigods and the creation of the world and
its inhabitants (882).
Note: The line between myth and art is ill-defined. John Pfeiffer suggests that the Cro-Magnon cave art of 30,000 to 10,000 years ago in Europe
was produced as a reaction to expanding population, changing social conditions, and the sudden growth of information. "Complexity and conflict were on the increase, and the earliest known art arose in response
to the emergency .... -something rather more formal and disciplined,
the beginnings of myth and religion" (38). This viewpoint is backed up
by Andre Leroi-Gourhan. Leroi-Gourhan's investigation shows that
definite patterns of organization exist among the spatial positioning of
the animals and symbols depicted in paleolithic cave art.

*
The obvious myths in Galapagos resemble some of those in the Bible.
The Bahia de Darwin parallels Noah's Ark, and not just because Vonnegut mentions the similarity. (I've tried to point out the need for caution in believing what the author, with his ambiguous nature, tells you.)
But the similarity is blatantly obvious. The Bahia de Darwin carries the
male and female of the species away from the evils of the world. In this
case most of the rest of the animals aren't dealt with, but the analogy
is still there.
The new Noah's Ark, the Bahia de Darwin, carries the genes of humanity
to a refuge. And the story becomes an origin myth. The unsuspecting Captain Adolf von Kleist becomes the new Adam. But he really doesn't know
(the) Eve(s) in the Biblical sense. Mary Hepburn, with her experiment,
becomes a surrogate. And she isn't a virgin either, like the famous mother
in the New Testament. It gets confusing so I refer you to the story again.
(This one you can believe.) "The biology teacher from Ilium, however,
since she had ceased ovulating, would not, could not, become his Eve.
So she had to be more like a god instead" (49).
A while back I doubted the feasibility of Mary's artificial insemination
program. I still do. But that doesn't really matter. What matters is that
it worked. But Mary almost didn't have the chance to conduct the experi-
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ment because she almost killed herself with a plastic garment bag the day
before "the nature Cruise of the Century." (At the risk of sounding like
a Marlin Perkins Mutual of Omaha commercial I might add, "Just as
some of the mainland finches managed to make the trip to Galapagos,
so did Vonnegut's Mary Hepburn, thus freeing her to help in survival of
the species after the ill-fated misadventure of 'the Nature Cruise of the
Century."') Mary metamorphoses. She changes from Mary Hepburn
biology teacher, to Mary, (surrogate) mother of us all. Using the questionable advantage of the big brain, Vonnegut allows her to conduct the
experiment which has its impetus in her big brain. And in a sense Vonnegut resurrected her from death. And he made her god-like. Maybe I'm
stretching it but this sounds familiar too. By the way, the concept of a
female deity predates the Bible. Joseph Campbell makes this clear in his
1964 The Masks of God: Occidental Mythology.
Sometime after the new ark landed at Santa Rosalia, Mary nicknamed
the ship "the Walloping Window Blind." The name was suggested from
a poem that Mandarax was· able to quote, and had to do with the ineptitude of the captain of that fictional ship. The name stuck and the Kankabono women told their children that they came to Santa Rosalia on ''the
Wa/loping Window Blind." They told their children that it was a magic
ship. Thus the Bahia de Darwin becomes yet another mythological figure.
And a children's story to boot.
These examples satisfy the definition of mythology that I've offered.
(When you read the story see how many more you can find.) But like the
"creative lies" those are the easy ones. A child could see them. There is
another element of myth present which is less concrete, more fluid and
elusive. It's the snake eating its tail again. It's the regeneration myth.

*
In chapter 17 of Galapagos Vonnegut introduces the notion of Mary
as "Mother Nature Personified." Just for fun look at what Darwin had
to say while on the subject of "Natural Selection " in The Origin of
Species:
It has been said that I speak of natural selection as an active power or Deity; but who objects to an author speaking of the attraction of gravity as
ruling the movements of the planets? Every one knows what is meant and
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is implied by such metaphorical expressions; and they are almost necessary
for brevity. So again it is difficult to avoid personifying the word Nature;
but I mean by Nature, only the aggregate product of many natural laws,
and by laws the sequence of events as ascertained by us. With a little familiarity such superficial objections will be forgotten. (88)

Interesting, eh? So now we know how Mary Hepburn got her nickname.
Of course in this case "the sequence of events" is ascertained by Vonnegut. Mary's big brain tells her that it might be possible to put the Captain's sperm to use. After that seed is planted she goes on with the experiment. "In a trancelike state, she found herself visiting the camp of the
Kanka-bono women on the other side of the crater, . .. " (267). She has
no choice. The experiment works and humanity continues. Or should that
be begins?
Again I turn to Darwin and The Voyage of the Beagle:
.. . the ship sailed through three strips af a dark yellowish, or mudlike water; these
strips were some miles long, but only a few yards wide, and they were separated from
the surrounding water by a sinuous yet distinct margin . The color was caused by little gelatinous balls, about the fifth of an inch in diameter, in which numerous minute
spherical ovules were imbedded . .. . (26-27)

Darwin also noticed something similar around Tierra del Fuego. There
he saw, " ... narrow lines of water of a bright red colour, from the number
of crustacea, ... " (26). Of these observations Darwin states, "I confess,
however, that there is a very great difficulty in imagining one spot to be
the birthplace of the millions of millions of animalcula and confervae;
for whence come the germs at such points" (27).
Darwin's question may be as old as human consciousness. "From
whence come the germs?" can become from whence came humanity, to
from whence came the earth or from whence came the universe? Scientists posit answers to these questions. Perhaps we can know of human
origins or the age of the earth. But can the answer to the origin of the
universe be answered? Can we set a date, such as say 14 billion years ago,
for that event? After all, time is a product of consciousness. Is there a
beginning or end to it? If we place a limit of time on the origin, then what
happened before that, or after that for that matter?
The same applies to space. There was once a planet which had been
circling its star in a very predictable and uniform manner for as long as
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anyone could recall. The scientists who measured such things began to
notice small, almost imperceptible divergences from the planet's normal
glide path. They warned the others of the impending disaster, but the others
ignored them and went on about the business of business . Of course the
scientists were right about the measurements . There wasn't anything they
could have done about it, but they were right. Eventually the environmental
changes, due to the planet's erratic orbit, outraced the inhabitant's capacity
to evolve and they all died. The planet's orbit was changed as a grade
school child wrote in his Big Chief notebook about his theory of light.
As the child's number two pencil approached the planet in his Big Chief
notebook it was attracted by gravity toward the pencil. The pencil, being
heavier than the planet in the Big Chief notebook, thus destroyed the planet
and its inhabitants. Not possible you say? How do we know unless we
live on a page of a Big Chief notebook? These are the questions myths
are made of.

*
Wow, I left the universe for a minute there. I had no intention of getting into that space. I was about to discuss, before my big brain so rudely
interrupted the train of thought, Vonnegut's use of the recurring character.
Kilgore Trout returns in Vonnegut's Jailbird (9). In Galapagos he appears
in "the blue tunnel of the Afterlife." At first inspection he appears to
be dead, kicked the bucket, bought the farm, outta there, no longer a
carbon-based life form, finis. A closer examination makes you wonder.
Consider the tale that Adolf von Kleist spins for Akiko about the Maine
lobsters that were removed by the mob in Ecuador prior to the Bahia de
Darwin's departure. According to von Kleist the lobsters survived at
Galapagos and built buildings, had culture in the form of orchestras, performed microsurgery, etc. This story is pure Kilgore Trout. So Trout isn't
really dead.
Two other characters return in Galapagos . Leon Trotsky Trout returns
from Breakfast of Champions. Mary Hepburn returns from Jailbird. Well
Mary Hepburn doesn't return, but "Mary" does. In Jailbird Mary
Kathleen O'Looney, a.k.a. Mrs. Jack Graham Jr., leads Walter Starbuck
(fictional character and friend of Robert Fender, a.k.a. Kilgore Trout)
to the top of the Chrysler Building in New York. There they find a harp
salesroom and captive prothonotary warblers which " ... deposit their
droppings in teacups that are set around. In a state of nature, evidently,
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they deposit their droppings in other birds' nests" ( 196). In Galapagos
Mary knows the Bahia de Darwin lands on Santa Rosalia because a "vampire" finch lands on her hand. "She was unsurprised since she had heard
many stories of finches landing on peoples' heads and hands and drinking cups or whatever" (134). It may be a weak analogy, but it fits my
purpose.
In Jailbird, Mary and Walter Starbuck change the world. In Galapagos,
Leon Trout and Mary change the world . They are the conductors of the
story. Leo writes in the air, with his left index finger, about what Mary's
experiment, which she performs with her right index finger, did for
humanity. The story wouldn't be complete without them. They are there
for the snake-eating-its-tail effect. The Captain is there for effect.
And who is this Captain? The description given depicts him as either
a clone of Mark Twain or of Vonnegut. If he smoked cigars I would lean
toward the Twain figure. But I imagine Vonnegut as a passenger on "the
Nature Cruise of the Century." Perhaps (and I probably will never know)
as he sailed to or from Galapagos the idea of him as captain popped into
his head. And maybe von Kleist's ineptitude is Vonnegut's way of poking
fun at himself.
The interview of von Kleist on The Tonight Show in Galapagos reminds
me a lot of a 1976 Vonnegut speech. I was there by accident, and at the
time thought he was Ray Brad bury. Vonnegut conducted an interview with
himself about his experience as a soldier. From what I recall (through the
fog of 12 years, mind you) that interview closely resembled Carson's interview of von Kleist in Galapagos.

*
I suppose you're expecting a conclusion any day now . I can't speak to
you as an English major, but only as a writer (of sorts). W riting is
something that sometimes has to be done . In non-scientific terms, "It gets
in your blood." But contrary to what you might have heard, writing isn't
always as fun as it looks. In many cases there are nasty deadlines, which
unlike language are usually inflexible. Some people set their own deadlines.
Often the work flies as fast as your typing skills will allow, and other times
one sentence troubles you for hours o r days. There are those three a .m .
dreams that you know are the missing inspirations. (Sometimes they can' t
be transposed to paper.) A nd then when you think you ' re done, a kind
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reader blows it all away by missing the point you've sweated to make clear.
so it's back to the old Underwood. I know how much work it is to get
it "right." I can only imagine the problems with a novel. And unlike some
of the stuff I've let (bribed might better describe it) people read, Galapagos
is complete. But it's not really complete until you read it. It was written
to be read. That's why I wrote this, so it can be read. I've torn it apart
and put it back together again, as I had to do with Galapagos. Now it's
your turn. Tear it apart and let me know your reactions. But when you
read the book, just enjoy. Believe me, it's a lot easier that way.
And then say what you will about Galapagos. (I've tried to show that
as science it has its shortcomings. That was all I had to go on because
I don't know doodley-squat about literary criticism.) Call it unordered
nonsense, myth, or equus faeces. I prefer to think of it as well-constructed
creative lying. Or as Mary Hepburn asks, " ... if we lack that sort of
courage, might we at least call it art?" (110).
Your comments please.

Note
1

By Lynn Olson.
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